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A few weeks after the Rising, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin made an interesting 
observation: “The misfortune of the Irish is that they rose too soon…” It’s 
probably the only time our people have been accused of getting up too early in 
the morning. What Lenin meant, of course, was that if the rebels had waited until 
the year 1917, the Rising might have had wider world-historical effects….with 
revolution in Russia and mass-defections in the trenches. But he was wrong---
The Rising had major influence, as I’ll show. 
 
The first man killed was an Abbey actor, Sean Connolly. Years later his son 
Caoimhghin Ó Conghaile, who never knew his dad, wrote this beautiful lyric: 
 
   Ni thig liomsa cloch ná uaigh 
   Ná marmar plúrgheal 
   A ardú chun do chuimhnese; 
   Ná fiú le ceol na mbuadhann 
   Aire an tslua 
   A dhíriú ar d’íobairtse. 
  Dreonn gach leacht dá chruth 
  Is don cheol ní bhuan 
  Ach ar uair a sheinnte amháin. 
 Ach an fhad a bheidh saoirfhir buach 
  Is aid a saoirse siúd do chuimhneacháin. 
--which is to say that no sculpture, music or poem can be as sitting a memorial as 
democracy itself. 
 
 
We are lucky to live in a democracy where everyone has the right to vote or not 
to vote----and where every vote counts equally. But it has often struck me that in 
a perfect, utopian democracy, votes might also be given to the dead---and to 
those yet unborn---so that we would gain a fuller reflection of the interests of the 
community, past, present and future. We inherit the world—and our country---
from our ancestors, but we also borrow it for a strictly temporary period from 
our children and grandchildren. 
 
One of the inspiring things about the generation which led the Irish revival a 
hundred years ago was their vision of a future. Patrick Pearse wrote a poem in 
which he spoke of how “millions unborn shall dwell, in the house I shaped in my 
heart|The noble house of my thought”. James Joyce ended his 1916 book, A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, by resolving to forge “the uncreated 
conscience of my race”.  These thinkers found the future exhilarating precisely to 
the extent that it remains somewhat unknown. 
 
But they were able  to imagine an exciting future precisely because they 
developed a strong sense of the past. It was the sense of progressing from past to 
future that gave them a sense of hope, of momentum. That is why they agitated 
for the right to study the nation’s history and its language in every Irish school. 



They knew that if you take away the sense of the past from a people, you also 
often deprive them of a sense of the future. 
 
We are their future---we make the Ireland of which they dreamed. But they are 
also a reminder to us that a future did once exist---and still can. They came out of 
a period of deep discouragement---religious persecution, famine, mass 
emigration---yet they had the ability to offer a diagnosis and a remedy---and then 
move on. We, who are emerging from a period of austerity and hardship---
though nothing as bad as was suffered in the nineteenth century---might look to 
their ideas for hints on how to have a second flowering in Ireland. 
 
That generation went through its own Decade of Commemoration, as we are 
doing now. In a few short years towards the end of the 1890s, they had to mark 
the fiftieth anniversary of the Famine, the sixtieth of Victoria on the British 
throne, the centenary of the 1798 rebellion, and so on. The remembrance of 
these events was another factor which gave them all a sense of momentum---as 
was the fact that they were all still young people in the year 1900, when the 
century changed, ushering in the prospect of a new world. They could be 
forgiven for thinking of themselves as the children of modernity, the shock-
troops of the modern world. 
 
Some of them got fed up with all the commemorations. Joyce became tired of all 
the patriotic reminiscence: in his great book Ulysses, he had Leopold Bloom 
rewrite the song “Who Fears to Speak of 98?” as “Who fears to Speak of 1904?”.  
James Connolly also warned that the Irish ran the risk of “commemorating 
themselves to death”. He said that the study of Gaelic culture might become a 
mere tradition, rather than a challenge to an open future. “You can’t teach Irish”, 
he said, “to a man who has no food on his plate”. 
 
Yet all of these people understood that they needed images from the past to 
create that open future. Joyce produced the most innovative novel of the century, 
Ulysses, but he based it on one of Europe’s oldest tales, the Odyssey of Homer. He 
knew that in order to be original, one must go back to origins. So did Pearse. He 
was an early advocate of child-centred education, arguing that far from being an 
erosion of the teacher’s authority, it would be a return to the methods practiced 
by St Ciaran at Clonmacnoise. These thinkers all presented the archaic as the 
avant-garde. They knew that in a conservative country they must present the 
radical as a return to the old and the familiar. 
 
That is a good lesson for us today. We need to give our children a sense of the  
past----if we don’t, we are taking away their sense of a future. We need, like Joyce 
and Pearse, to ask everyone to take account of the needs and rights of those yet 
unborn, if we are to have a true democracy. There is no point in handing over a  
lot of money but a ruined environment to our grandchildren. 
 
The Easter Rising was planned, in part, in the old St Anthony’s church. Some 
priests at the time thought it a grave sin against the teachings of gentle Jesus 
meek and mild—others considered it a heroic attempt to bring new life to a dead 
land at Eastertide in the manner of Jesus himself. The debate continues among 



historians and citizens---and will take fire in weeks to come. But the deeper 
question is: what can we learn now from the thought of  that generation. 
 
If Pearse and Joyce and Constance Markievicz were to return now, they would be 
pleased by the well-fed faces in the streets, by the self-confidence of the young, 
by the fact that we still produce poets and artists equal to any in the world. They 
might be saddened by the number of people still sleeping rough, by the reduced 
emphasis on history in some school curricula, by the incidence of suicide among 
young people some of whom feel that they lack a sense of the future. 
 
Pearse would be troubled by the newspaper obsession with league tables by 
which schools are judged only through exam results. Connolly would be amazed 
that discrepancies in wealth between rich and poor, having been reduced 
through most decades of the twentieth century, have got markedly worse again 
in the past twenty-five years. 
 
Markievicz would be delighted to see women exercising the vote, writing in 
newspapers and partaking fully in debate and as members of a national army. 
Women fought alongside her in the rebel army---and the proclamation was 
addressed to women as well as men at a time when women still lacked the vote 
in other countries.  
 
That generation was filled with futurologists and idealists. They responded to 
outside events as best they could---they worried about the corrupting effect of 
the yellow press as we worry about the effect of social media on our children. 
They sought to connect with Europe and the wider world. They became models 
for movements in India and Africa—a test-case indeed of the modern world. 
They were the first English-speaking people to walk in darkness down the now 
familiar road of decolonization. 
 
But they were realists too. They would recognize that the sort of economic 
sovereignty which they sought under the banner Sinn Fein—self-reliance—is no 
longer possible in the current age; and that political sovereignty itself has to be 
pooled in larger federations with other nations, making the same sacrifice. For 
that very reason, however, they would in all likelihood say that we must work 
harder than ever to preserve our identity in those areas where it can still be 
preserved as a shining light to the world---in cultural activity and in the life of 
the mind, the imagination and the spirit. And we also can recreate the spirit of 
community---“ní neart go cur le chéile”. 
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